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［45 MIN.］SECTION A COMPOSITION［35 MIN.］Write on

ANSWER SHEET ONE a composition of 150 words on the

followingtopic:The World Is Getting Smaller and Smaller You are to

write in three paragraphs.In the first paragraph, state clearly that the

world is getting smaller and smaller.In the second paragraph, state

clearly the reasons why the world is getting smaller and smaller.In the

last paragraph, bring what you have written to a natural

conclusion.Marks will be awarded for content, organization,

grammar and appropriacy. Failure to follow the instructions may

result in a loss of marks.SECTION B NOTE-WRITING［10 MIN.

］Write on ANSWER SHEET ONE a note of about 50-60 words

based on the following situation:Write to Alice, asking her to go to

the library with you at weekends.Marks will be awarded for content,

organization, grammar and appropriacy.PART 

ⅡDICTATION[WT5] ［15 MIN.］Listen to the following

passage. Altogether the passage will be read to you four times. During

the first reading, which will be read at normal speed, listen and try to

understand the meaning. For the second and third readings, the

passage will be read sentence by sentence, or perhaps phrase by

phrase, with intervals of 15 seconds. The last reading will be read at

normal speed again and during this time you should check your

work. You will then be given 2 minutes to check through your work



once more. Please write the whole passage on ANSWER SHEET

TWO.PART ⅢLISTENING COMPREHENSION[WT5] ［20

MIN.］In Sections A, B and C you will hear everything once only.

Listen carefully and then answer the questions that follow. Mark the

correct answer to each question on your ANSWER

SHEET.SECTION A STATEMENTIn this section you will hear

nine statements. At the end of each statement you will be given 10

seconds to answer each of the following nine questions.1. Who do

you know from the statement?A. Alice wanted her grandfather to

take her to the New Year party.B. Alice asked her grandfather to send

her a new dress.C. Alice’s grandfather will attend the New Year

party.D. Alice will attend a Christmas party.2. How much did the

speaker spend on the coat?A. 50 dollars.B. 30 dollars.C. 20 dollars.D.

13 dollars.3. What’s the information about the London flight you

can get from the statement?A. The flight was number 15.B. The flight

was due at 5:15.C. The flight was due at 5:20.D. The flight was

number 50.4. What does the speaker imply?A. He can stay here for

only one week.B. He is the only person who can stay here for more

than a week.C. He has left here.D. He has stayed home for more

than a week.5. What’s the information about Mr. Green?A. He has

received a award.B. He attended a banquet but refused to receive the

award.C. He did not attend the banquet.D. He attended a banquet

and received a award.6. What is the person mentioned in the

statement?A. A policeman.B. A victim.C. A robber.D. A very busy

person.7. What does the speaker mean?A. Elizabeth never has been

respected by other people.B. Elizabeth cannot make herself



understood by other people.C. Elizabeth is unconcerned about other

people’s feelings.D. Elizabeth always misunderstands other

people.8. What does the statement mean?A. Joan and the kids go to

the nursery.B. The kids are ill.C. The kids stay in the nursery while

Joan is working.D. Joan sends herkids to the nursery at the working

time.9. What does the speaker imply?A. All the students are not fond

of reading.B. We can find the students in the library.C. A few

students don’t like reading.D. A few students are reading. 100Test 
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